
 

Introduction: 

The National Center on PBIS has published a series of School Climate Surveys (SCS) on 
PBISAssessments. These valid and reliable surveys are intended to ensure that all students have a 
positive experience in school. However, new MO DESE MSIP-6 accreditation requirements around 
school climate require that Missouri schools and districts survey specific stakeholder groups on the 
following criteria: 

1. Student voice is listened to and respected (secondary students, families, and staff). 
2. Climate data is shared with stakeholders (families and staff). 
3. There is a team that addresses school climate (staff). 

Because many of our partners want to continue to use the validated SCS, but also want to meet 
MSIP-6 criteria, we have added questions that address MSIP-6 criteria to the Secondary, Personnel, 
and Family SCS surveys, made these into forced copy Google Forms, and created excel based 
reporting tools to provide actionable data to our partner schools and districts.  

Instructions: 

1. Click on each of the links, below, to make one forced copy per survey.  
2. Add the school names as options to the first question (Select your school). This will allow the 

reporting tool to provide reports disaggregated by each school.  
3. Important: other than adding school names, changing any question or response on any part 

of the survey will 1) affect the validity of the tool, and 2) break the reporting tool.  
a. Respondents have the option to choose “I prefer not to respond” to any of the 

demographic questions. 
4. Click on the “Responses” tab of the editable version of the form, then click on the green 

“create spreadsheet” icon. 
5. On the Google Sheet, make sure that “Sharing” settings are set to restrict access to only 

those who you or your district determine need access to the raw data (there is no 
personably identifiable information collected by the form). 

6. Use the sharing feature on the Google Form to copy the link and send to the target 
stakeholder group. 

7. MSIP-6 criteria do not affect Elementary aged students (as per communication with MO 
DESE dated December 13, 2022); as such, elementary schools may use the Elementary 
survey linked, below, or take the survey on the PBISAssessments website. Contact your MO 
SW-PBS regional consultant for more information about taking the survey on 
PBISAssessments. 

• Elementary SCS: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1kll2TfOXr_XcTQM41qFChuRZw6DnaGp8AbwGukbduY4/copy  

• Secondary SCS: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1pftQaJFTW7sEynrfUBeiXcFu22MfQ1zjpTVejCGPQ1o/copy 

• Family SCS:  
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15FQFVyGnMLZTjtMAAF1uBOXlXaXUuvP_mGHjE-0nq10/copy  

• Personnel SCS: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15vhrm1UXnCXt5EYrieigcBW-qL2jh7TvQYSyu7EpW9g/copy  
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